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An Introduction
[Rough Draft]
///

In an age beyond ours in time and alternate, but parallel to ours in
space, the Solar System of our Earth has given birth to a complex choice
left for those humans inhabiting it. “Left” may be misleading, however, as
there are more humans here and now than in our own and most of them
would choose to be nowhere other than on the front lines of this matter.
Some hundreds or thousands of years in the future, these humans
do not speak English. But alas, in our own time, their story will be told
through this medium. It would be nearly impossible to express it any
other way:
///

In an age shortly after “the Regeneration,” the Earth has been
regenerated: Regenerated from its mysterious destruction those
currently living in this alternate, but parallel Solar System or Order know
some, but relatively speaking, little, about. What they know is that the
deadliest battle across the Planets was waged, the Earth was nearly
obliterated, and it was “regenerated” through the Sun's own power.
The Sun faced a divergent fate, in the process, that caused its
aging process to speed up far more rapidly than the near-total human
populace could understand. Some very few probably did and still do
understand why this happened and if on purpose, but their knowledge
still remains hidden from the rest. In this age, the Sun will die in four or
five lifetimes, and plans are underway to respond to this.
There are two macro-factions or macro-powers that steer the
leading narrative on the matter. There are the Sentai and there are the
Genesis. The Sentai have come mostly to be associated with mercy,
honesty, and dialogue, while the Genesis have come mostly to be
associated with these qualities' opposites: the ends justify the means,
and the martyrs justify the cause.
The Sentai and Genesis, as is commonplace believed, have been
waging their astronomical feud since before the Regeneration. It is
commonly believed that their feud came down to something akin to
freedom and equality against selfishness and dominance; the will to
Goodness versus the will to Power.
Not all believe their feud can be boiled down to Good versus Bad,
and because of the micro-factions or micro-powers within and beyond
both having to do with this, secret alliances and betrayals exist
simultaneously in both. A Third power that seeks neither to balance
them nor destroy them, but supersede them, however vaguely, is
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repeatedly gossiped about and wishfully hoped for by the many who
commit no exclusive reverence toward either. More can be said of this
Third power at a later occasion.
The commonplace legends continuing, it is believed the neardestruction of the Earth has somewhat to do with what has come to be
colloquially called the emergence of the “Sentai Yogi” and its “Genesis
Yogi”-countering. They are believed to be those who follow the lifestyles
of either the Sentai or Genesis both transformed into humans with
tangible powers beyond their physical shells and minds. These powers
include telepathy, psychokinesis, electric fire around and through their
bodies to be used at will, and general transmutation of their cells; or
what we might with a snicker call “shape shifting.” They are the
“supramental or Gnostic beings” as some in our own time might describe
them as. They have self-consciously directed their human evolution in
their own lifetimes beyond the summit of the mind so that their being
operates at a higher and fuller capacity. This higher and fuller capacity
allows them to control their mind, basic life-energy, and physical bodies
much as a conductor of a symphony might control her or his
symphony's performance.
The Sentai and Genesis may be called religions or may be called
specific biological lineages. The obscurities with regard to accurate
knowledge about them overflow. We are not quite sure in this alternate,
but parallel moment. May we come to know as the context unfolds.
The last bit on these mysterious macro-factions or macro-powers
is their mutually shared belief in the after-life conscious interaction
between their physically-deceased ancestors and their physically-living
selves. They like to call it “ancestral mediation” and this ancestral
mediation means to them that they can directly and indirectly harness
the energy of their direct ascendants and, if powerfully willed enough,
communicate with them through direct verbal and visual interaction. The
belief goes that communication with those long “dead” that are not of
direct ancestry to their physically-living selves is impossible; except in
one case. If a dead sibling of a direct ancestor bears no children, whether
this ancestor be male, female, or otherwise, then this being can be an
additional source of energy and after-life communication for the beings
who physically descend from his or her child-bearing siblings. In cases of
rape, those of Sentai persuasion believe an ancestor, whether direct or
of a non-child-bearing sibling lineage, has a choice in continuing energy
or communication through a descended being. For those of Genesis
persuasion, they believe an ancestor, whether direct or of a non-childbearing sibling lineage, has no choice but to continue energy or
communication through a descended being.
For now, the given knowledge of these beings, their powers, their
potential powers, and their beliefs shall suffice. Further knowledge on
the larger context in which they live stands appropriate to direct
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attention to from here.
///

In this Solar System of our Earth, in this alternate, but parallel here
and now, it is worth addressing through this initial telling that Mars no
longer exists. Commonplace belief tells us this is because of the same
drawn-out-Event that caused the Earth to fall and rise again and the Sun
to greet its fate several billions of years before humans expected. What
has now replaced Mars' presence, following this aftermath, is a
translucent, crystal-like orb, that some call “the Red Crib,” “the Red
Tomb,” or the “Red Phantom,” containing a black hole. Around this
translucent orb, revolves a golden ring made of electric fire.
It is said that the Sentai and Genesis, or possibly even their
corresponding Yogi transformatives, built this together. They built it to
contain the black hole inside from engulfing the rest of our Solar Order.
The golden ring which revolves around this missing-Mars is one of
a Trinity. Called the “Three Halos,” another of the same material revolves
around Earth's Moon and another revolves around Saturn; Saturn's
former ring having been transmutated into one of this Trinity.
Much more can equally be said of the Three Halos and what they
mean for our Solar Order. For now, we can focus on this missing-Mars
and its context.
What happened to Mars is what the Sentai hope to do to the
rapidly-dying Sun: it was purposely transformed into a black hole.
However, though the Sentai, or the Sentai's dominating micro-faction,
hope to apply the experimental process applied to Mars on the Sun, it is
the Genesis who applied this process to Mars. Why this is the case may
be unraveled as its larger context unravels with first priority.
///

Let it be known that, in this here and now, though it may take
place some hundreds or thousands of years beyond our own,
technology may not be as advanced in the ways that we might expect.
Though in our own time electronic technologies complexify at a rapid
pace and “artificial intelligence” looms in our prophetic hopes or fears,
the advancing of technology's complexity in this alternate, but parallel
Social Order or System we are now calling our own had itself a peculiar
curve-ball.
Associated with the Regeneration, the wiping out of the initial
trajectory of technology's advancing complexity happened during the
battle or drawn-out-Event that nearly obliterated the Earth. With the
Earth's revival came not the revival of technology's initial trajectory, but
a revival of the older Mystic Technologies. Unrisen were the mechanic,
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metal-dominate machines or computers we so often think of in our own
here and now as associated with things “technological.” Risen again
were those forces of nature we may more-currently associate with
concepts such as “biotechnology,” “organic” technology, or even magic
and witchcraft.
The Mystic Technologies were undivorced with the emergence of
the supramental or Gnostic beings we have been calling the Sentai Yogi
or the Genesis Yogi. The Mystic Technologies were Mystic indeed. The
Earth and our encompassing Solar Order now functioned on principles
of levitation, palm-spawned electro-magnetic energy used at will,
crystal-control of objects far larger than the crystals themselves, and a
“natural,” “organic,” aesthetic in relation to architecture, vehicles of
transportation, and the like; clothing included.
///

The last bit of telling before turning to the beginning of the
concrete story-telling of this cosmic choice as it is being lived by those
alive in our new time and space stands here. Those associated with the
order of the Sentai want to transform the Sun into a black hole. Those
associated with the order of the Genesis want to let the Sun fade away
into its death. The order of the Sentai, that is, the dominating microfaction of the Sentai, have for generations been committed to this goal.
Humans have successfully made it to two habitable planets in a nearby
galaxy through the Mystic Technologies, and there is more than enough
room for morally-minded growth here. The Sun will die relatively soon
regardless and they would choose to honor its death with the gift of
letting it be transformed into a black hole so that it may birth new
universes inside of it. They seek to blow it up in a way that causes its
own gravity to become so heavy that it collapses within itself into this
other-side “Rebirth” that they find to be of utmost beauty and care. The
order of the Genesis, that is, the dominating micro-faction of the Genesis,
have for equal generations been committed to letting the Sun fade away.
The Sentai see life after death for the Sun, an Ultimate Rebirth for the
Sun, and the Genesis see nothing awaiting the Sun in such a fate other
than the same that would await it if it slowly enlarged and faded away:
inanimate matter, Ultimate Death, and an almost nihilistic-nothingness.
Many who know of the corresponding Sentai and Genesis plans
are a bit confused. The Sentai, known for their association with morality,
beauty, and naturalness, seem better fit to take the position of the
Genesis. The Genesis, likewise, seem better fit to take the position of the
Sentai. Many “subordinate” micro-factions of both orders share this
sentiment. But the positions have been committed to through
generations before; generations leading back to the drawn-out-Event
that begot a Regeneration of the Earth, a “Degeneration of the Sun,” a
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Red Phantom, Three Halos, a Revival of the Mystic Technologies, and an
emergence of the supramental Yogis.

